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Newington Butt, 22 de septiembre de 1791 -

(/ Ëˆ f Ã¦r É™ d eÉª, -d i /; 22 September

Hampton Court, 25 de agosto de 1867), fue

1791 â€“ 25 August 1867) was a British

un

scientist who contributed to the study of

estudiÃ³

electromagnetism and electrochemistry.His

electroquÃ-mica.Sus

main

principles

descubrimientos

induction,

electromagnÃ©tica, el diamagnetismo y la

discoveries

underlying

include

the

electromagnetic

fÃ-sico

ËˆfÃ¦É¹É™ËŒdeÉª/;

y

quÃ-mico

el

britÃ¡nico

electromagnetismo

y

la

principales

incluyen

Faraday received little formal education, he

educaciÃ³n

formal

was one of the most influential scientists in

giovinezza.

Michael

..., Royal Institution Lecture On Mental

Newington Butts, vicino all'odierna Elephant

Education (6 May 1854), as reprinted in

and Castle, Inghilterra.La sua famiglia era

Experimental Researches in Chemistry and

estremamente povera; suo padre, James

Physics, by Michael Faraday, 1859, pp

Faraday, era un fabbro che soffrÃ¬ di salute

474-475, emphasis verbatim. Lecture notes

cagionevole per tutta la vita; nel corso del

of 1858, quoted in The Life and Letters of

tempo abbracciarono le credenze religiose

Faraday (1870) by Bence Jones, Vol. 2, p.

dei

404 There is no ..., Michael Faraday was

Cristianesimo protestante: in effetti, Michael

born in Newington Butts, Southwark, the son

..., Explore the extraordinary life and work of

of a Sandemanian blacksmith who had

one

moved from the North West of England. He

Faraday began his career in science as

served

George

Chemical Assistant at the Royal Institution -

Riebau as a bookbinder from 1805 to 1812.

helping Humphry Davy with projects such as

He

the miner's safety lamp. He went on to

was

Assistant

in

with

the

Royal

sandemaniani,

of

the

world's

...,

de

inducciÃ³n

electrÃ³lisis..

apprenticeship

pesar

la

diamagnetism and electrolysis.. Although

an

A

que

la

Biografia

Faraday

una

escasa

nacque

corrente

greatest

La
a

del

scientists.

conduct his own research and make many
important ..., Electromagnetic induction was
discovered by Michael Faraday, published in
1831. It was discovered independently by
Joseph Henry in 1832.. In Faraday's first
experimental
1831),

he

demonstration
wrapped

two

(August
wires

29,

around

opposite sides of an iron ring or "torus" (an
arrangement similar to a modern toroidal
transformer).[citation needed] Based on his
understanding of electromagnets ..., When it
comes to worst case scenarios, itâ€™s hard
to beat the Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) and
many people wonder how to make a Faraday
cage to protect their electronic devices .,
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3.
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4.

Peter
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